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Emerging Markets:

Keys to 
Speed and 
Success

COMPANIES ARE TRYING TO DETERMINE HOW TO GROW THEIR 
BUSINESSES IN THE COMING YEARS, GIVEN THE SLOW PACE OF 
ECONOMIC RECOVERY SINCE THE DOWNTURN OF 2008. 
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COMPANIES MUST BALANCE SPEED OF ENTRY INTO NEW 
MARKETS WITH THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF ADAPTATION 
NEEDED TO SUCCEED. THAT MEANS TAKING A TARGETED 
APPROACH IN EACH MARKET.

Business opportunities in emerging markets have expanded far beyond the BRICS nations 
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), as the middle classes in less-known markets have 
expanded and matured. For example, in 2020, Kazakhstan will have more households earning 
at least U.S.$50,000 than the combined total of many markets, including the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Vietnam, Pakistan, and Egypt, according to a recent survey1 by Accenture.

Determining how and where to expand, 
however, is difficult. One survey shows that less 
than one fifth of companies are well prepared to 
grow2 in terms of strategic capabilities, ability to 
support high-growth initiatives, and having the 
right organizational structures.

Research also shows that companies must act 
fast. Accenture found that 80% of executives 
say they are focused on high-growth markets 
in emerging economies to provide growth, yet 
73% believe their companies must speed up 
efforts to build market share in these countries, 
lest they miss out on a crucial window.

Speed isn’t easy: expanding to untested 
markets brings vexing challenges when it 
comes to managing business processes, 
cultural integration, and technology 
implementation. Companies don’t want to get 

left behind, but business norms, local laws, and 
communications styles can be quite different. 

“We tend to focus a lot on differences in tastes 
and preferences,” says Bryan Pearce, Americas 
director with Ernst & Young. “But there are 
other things that are less obvious, such as 
the purchasing power of local currencies, the 
complexity of local payment systems, or a lack 
of high-speed Internet that we take for granted 
in the West.”

Companies must balance speed of entry 
into new markets with the right amount of 
adaptation needed to succeed. That means 
taking a targeted approach in each market, 
with effective partnering strategies for getting 
operations up and running quickly. We see four 
ingredients for success.

Many are looking to some 
surprising places for that growth. 
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Balance Speed with Precision

Red Spot Paint & Varnish Co. Inc., an Evansville, Indiana, coatings 
manufacturer for the automotive industry has had operations in Brazil 
(a minority-interest joint venture) and South Korea for years. In 2012, 
however, management saw a potential new growth opportunity a little 
closer to home – in Mexico. 

Red Spot, a subsidiary of Fujikura Kasei Ltd., had been selling through 
a successful sales office in Monterrey, Mexico, for more than 10 years, 
and research and feedback from sales indicated that they could grow 
the business even further by opening a local plant. 

But the company decided not to proceed entirely on its own. Instead, 
it developed a comprehensive local partner strategy with the help of 
local consulting firms to address Mexico’s requirements in government 
regulations, environmental compliance, banking, and taxation. “The 
[consulting] partners are helping us bridge the U.S. organization to the 
local company much faster, while ensuring that we are covering every 
single aspect of localization,” says Kevin Kolley, corporate director of IT 
at Red Spot. 

To help speed up the process of local integration, the company also 
decided to make its business processes more adaptable to new markets 
by switching to a global-friendly business management software 
package that was deployed internationally across all business units. 
“Our new software has delivered quick configurations for the taxation, 
currency, and regulatory requirements in Mexico,” says Kolley.

With these new processes in place, the company will have the new plant 
ready for production in about 18 months from start to finish, says Kolley.

As Red Spot demonstrates, a company can’t control conditions in new 
markets, but it is possible to control how quickly it’s ready to do business 
in those markets. Here are some other key lessons from our research:

1.
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•	 Be a fast follower.  It may not be crucial or even wise to be first to market, says Babak Hafezi, CEO of Hafezi 
Capital, a McLean, Virginia–based management consultancy in the United States. First movers often 
make many mistakes, he says, so a second or third mover has the opportunity to learn from them. “Once 
you decide that it’s time to move, however, you don’t want to take two years to get that market going.”

•	Do your research. International management or finance consultants can help conduct a feasibility study that 
surveys the target country’s economic, social, and political landscape, the local competitive market, 
and possible joint venture partners. This process can take as little as three or four weeks and helps a 
company quickly determine the best path to entry.

•	Don’t go solo. Joint venture partners can help companies gain precious time by handling the often onerous 
political and legal processes that foreign companies face. Local experts can help the foreign company 
better understand cultural differences and establish critical relationships. By setting up a joint venture 
with a local Brazilian company, one U.S. technology company was in the marketplace within three 

months, compared with the typical two or more years that it can take to set up a business in Brazil, according 
to Hafezi. Joint ventures are also a useful way to pilot a new market and evaluate its long-term potential before 
investing too much money and resources, Hafezi adds. 

•	 Find top local talent (or expats). Hiring locals is important for success, yet finding people with an understanding 
of Western corporate culture can be difficult. Consider a senior manager inside your company who 
is an expatriate or has significant experience working in that country. “If you happen to find a Latin 
American who has worked for the company in the United States for a while and wants to go back 

home, that’s always a great fit,” says Pearce. “Because then you get both the advantage of understanding the 
corporate culture as well as understanding the culture in the emerging market.” 

At a minimum, seek local experts. A company expanding into Malaysia and installing applications for its new 
office should be able to call a team in town referred by their vendor to help when needed. Intimacy is one 
advantage of the local partner. They will run into your staff on weekends or evenings at restaurants or while 
shopping and will have established a level of trust that the U.S.-based consultant can’t match.

•	 Let go of the corporate reins. Wherever possible, allow the subsidiary a dose of independence to help speed 
traction with local customers. In an emerging market, the parent company should try to standardize 
core business processes such as financial and hiring but allow the local office to put its own wrappers 
on things. Says Pearce, “What’s more negotiable is how you interface and react with the people at the 

local level and their customers so that it is relevant and culturally sensitive.”
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Determine the Right Amount 
of Local Adaptation

Most Western companies will need to change their offerings in some 
fashion, yet they may need to adjust the marketing or price rather than 
the product itself. The trick is determining how much adaptation is 
required and in what areas. 

Companies fail when they naively attempt to thrust their brand and 
products on a new market with little if any adaptations or – worse – 
generalize a “Spanish” strategy for the entire Latin American market. 
“I’ve seen too often the case of a big company not recognizing that there 
is actually a difference between Chile and Argentina when it comes to 
what customers want,” warns Hafezi. Here are some ways to adapt for 
success when expanding into emerging markets:

2.
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•	Don’t just look at the numbers; immerse yourself. Market studies are valuable but the more subtle nuances 
emerge when executives embark upon immersion trips. On a recent trip to a local hotel in China, 
for example, a waiter showed up at Hafezi’s door to take a room service order. “That’s the Chinese 
definition of room service,” he recalls, “but if that happened in the United States, you’d say, ‘Why are 

you wasting my time? I could’ve placed this over the phone!’” 

Or consider the vast cultural barrier between Westerners and people in remote Asian locales such as Mongolia, 
where loud tea slurping is an enjoyable activity and as culturally acceptable during a business meeting as a U.S. 
businessperson recording notes on her laptop. “Mongolians are also very blunt,” he adds. “We had a client who 
was sent to Mongolia and every single Mongolian she met, the first thing they would say is, ‘Hello. You are fat.’”

•	Consider locally sourced and locally managed goods. In countries such as Turkey, customs regulations and 
payment issues make purchasing items over the Internet difficult for the average consumer, says 
Pearce. A joint venture with a website managed locally with locally sourced products that ship to the 
customer in a day will likely succeed where a foreign-based company won’t.

•	Sell the way people prefer to buy. People in emerging countries frequently purchase goods on the streets 
instead of through established business fronts. Hafezi recounts the experience of a food company 
that sells sausage products throughout the Middle East and Africa: “They have hundreds of 
thousands of street resellers that sell these small sausage rolls on the streets, and that’s how they 

have gained control in that market.” This also points to a broader trend: that of the informal economy, a prevalent 
business model in many emerging markets where unincorporated entities sell outside of government regulation 
and taxes, according to Hafezi. “For some multinational companies, the informal economy is the most valuable 
market segment and one that is still growing,” he says. Some estimates place the informal economy at 1.8 billion 
people with a net value of U.S.$10 trillion annually, making it the second-largest economy in the world, he adds.
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•	Scale expensive or complex products down, where viable. Price and complexity have a direct relationship to 
the speed at which a new market adopts your products and services. A medical device maker with a 
U.S.$2 million product that sells well in the United States may need to scale the product down to sell at 
a lower price befitting a hospital in a developing country. This downsizing might come at a significant 

reengineering price, which companies will need to factor in when evaluating the potential opportunity. However, 
the reengineering process may reveal new possibilities for innovation and new products and services that could 
be brought back to headquarters or to other markets, which could more than make up for the costs.

•	Understand and appreciate nuances. Marketplace differentiations are extremely granular, from language to 
preferences to socioeconomics. Even within a particular region or hemisphere, the differences from 
country to country can be vast. For example, notes Hafezi, Argentinians are cosmopolitan and highly 
nationalistic and associate themselves with Europe. Meanwhile, Chileans have a more open economy, 

are known for welcoming technology startups, and align their thinking towards Latin America. “Ultimately, 
buying is a human endeavor, and thus adaption to the local demand is key while having an overall global culture 
and feel,” he adds.

•	 Educate and repeat. In some markets, the cultural barrier will be vast. An understanding of how others operate, 
cultural norms in social settings, and other such considerations might be the most important 
adaptation your company makes to succeed in that market. For ACTEGA WIT, a flexographic inks and 
coatings company of ALTANA Group, this means being careful and sensitive when communicating 

with its business partners in various Latin American countries, says Chris Gawert, COO of ACTEGA WIT. “Our 
employees may think there is a mutual understanding, and we find out later that it’s not the case. So for mutual 
benefit, we do multiple confirmations and validations to make sure that both parties have a clear understanding.”
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Don’t Export Your IT Strategy

Simply transferring corporate systems and processes into new markets 
can threaten both the speed and success of a new market entry. 

•	Scale down. The subsidiary is likely marketing different products and services or a small subset of the company’s 
offerings, in which case the staff can usually make do with a slice of corporate IT or separate, scaled-
down systems. In places like Vietnam, where the accounting laws and language are so different, it 
could make sense to just purchase new systems – designed for small companies as well – instead of 

attempting to retrofit the existing enterprise apps.

•	 Simplify apps. If you try to deploy a feature-heavy, complex system in a market where employees don’t have 
advanced technical skills – that could be trouble. In Thailand, for example, a subsidiary of one company 
installed a mobile app for factory workers so that they could check on inventory status while on the 
shop floor instead of through a full-blown desktop app, says Sanchit Vir Gogia, chief analyst and CEO of 

Greyhound Research, an IT and telecom research and advisory firm focused on emerging markets. “A lot of these 
people are not educated in technology, but using a mobile app is very easy for them to learn,” he says.

Pearce tells of a Chilean retail company that needed a way to do analytics but couldn’t invest enormous amounts 
of time and effort into collecting data and building a sophisticated data warehouse. Instead, the company built 
a simple set of apps for smartphones into which store managers and regional managers put sales and pricing 
data, which were then organically fed into the database for basic analytics.

Especially in emerging markets where technical skills and local 
infrastructure may not be on par with North America or Europe, IT 
adaptation means simpler, lightweight, less complex, and, frequently, 
mobile technologies. 

Making the right IT decisions in the new market may require an open 
mind from the corner office. “If all that’s available is slower Internet or 3G 
mobile wireless, that local subsidiary is going to need flexibility to adapt 
to what’s available and relevant in the local market,” says Pearce. Here 
are some tactics that work:

3.
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•	Develop workarounds for infrastructure challenges. Cloud apps may seem like a slam dunk in remote locales, 
because of the opportunity to cut costs, to speed time to market, and to scale up or down quickly 
as the market demands. However, if the pipes are slow or just unreliable, that strategy can backfire 
quickly. Determine ahead of time what barriers exist in terms of network speeds, reliability, and 

recovery from downtime. Also think about whether other locations around the world can help. For example, it 
may work to run an office in Malaysia from a data center in a nearby region known for high reliability, such as in 
Singapore, says Gogia.

•	Know what technology employees have at home. Many companies underestimate how much employees in 
countries with poor IT infrastructure may rely on office systems for their personal needs. In Southeast 
Asia, for instance, many people don’t have Internet access at home so they use the workplace to 
download music, share videos, do online shopping, and use social media, says Joe Carella, managing 

director of executive education at Thunderbird School of Global Management in Glendale, Arizona. As a result, the 
Internet grinds to a crawl for two hours every morning. That gridlock may require employees to move to paper or 
to a tablet temporarily and then sync files to the corporate network later, says Hafezi.

•	Understand the law. Consider the reality that in some regions, freedoms are not the same as in the United States 
or other Western nations. This affects what you can do online. If your company has an entrenched 
social CRM strategy, beware when setting up shop in places where government monitoring is heavy, 
says Carella. “In China, you cannot use Facebook and Twitter.” 
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Use Partners for Speed and Acceptance

Partners offering local contacts and knowledge of local needs and 
laws are critical for business strategy, marketing and sales strategy, 
distribution and pricing strategies, technology implementation, language 
translation, and facilities management, to name a few.

•	Think about your own culture, not just the local culture. When it began thinking about building its own plant 
in Mexico, Red Spot went to its local Monterrey accounting firm for referrals on potential partners. The 
company took several months to find the five local consulting partners it works with on issues such as 
government regulations, environmental compliance, and taxation. “We interviewed each partner, did 

a formal RFP process, reference checks, and cost evaluations,” recalls Kolley. “It took a lot of time to evaluate and 
make the right decision but we are a conservative company. Once we contract with a partner, we want to keep 
them around for the long term.”

•	 In joint ventures, go for a merger of equals. It’s important to select a partner that is about your company’s size 
and that can represent your brand well, says Hafezi. “When you have a relationship between a larger 
company and a smaller company, the smaller company generally doesn’t have the infrastructure to 
perform really well in the market.”

Partners can also be a launching pad for a full-scale entry into the 
market. ACTEGA WIT opted to set up a dealer network throughout Latin 
America as a way to test out the waters in different countries. “We’ve 
seen a positive outcome of this so far and it is supporting our overall 
growth path, but at the same time we are quickly learning that setting 
up our own operating unit in one or more of these countries will provide 
the real acceleration,” Gawert says. The operating units will not replace 
the dealer network, he adds, but will give dealers more local support. 
In addition, the company supports the dealers by bringing groups of 
them back to the United States annually for training on technological 
and application development as well as familiarization with existing and 
new product lines. 

Here are other important things to keep in mind when partnering:

4.
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•	Be clear on the common goals of the partnership. Partnerships are ripe for failure when the local company 
becomes too independent and violates terms. Establishing trust and a mutual understanding of each 
party’s objectives is critical, as is avoiding the Western style of blunt negotiations. “If you think that 
in an emerging market, you can just walk in with your set of points and don’t put time into building 

the relationship, you’re going to be sorely disappointed,” says Carella. Red Spot works with its partners on 
expectations for common business ethics standards and aims for exchanging frequent status updates to avoid 
confusion and keep plans moving. “If you delay one week of talks, then you usually get behind by one week of 
progress,” Kolley says.

•	Understand that the government may be a partner, too. Government agencies can play prominent roles in 
the markets of emerging countries, says Carella. “You think that you’re having a dialogue between two 
parties, when in fact it’s you, the government, and the local partner,” he says.

•	Consider the merits of acquisitions. For some companies, the final goal is acquiring a local company to fully enter 
the market. Acquisitions are part of the decentralized culture of ACTEGA WIT’s parent company. “From 
past experience, we want to maintain the local culture to a large extent because it maintains stability 
and thereby provides the basis for continued success,” says Mike McKinney, CFO of ACTEGA WIT. 

“Acquisitions also enable us to have full control of the business unit, which lowers our risks and better supports our 
long-term strategic view.”

While acquisitions can take much longer than setting up partnerships, they are the preferred strategy when a 
company wants to have a long-term presence in a market, integrate assets from the acquisition into the larger 
company, or gain supply chain benefits from sourcing products where costs are lower, says Hafezi.
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There’s more.
READ OUR EXPERT Q&A HOW TO MAKE A SMARTER ENTRY 
INTO EMERGING MARKETS.

The SAP Center for Business Insight is a program that supports the discovery and development of 
new research-based thinking to address the challenges of business and technology executives

Kevin Gilroy
is lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit, sed diam nonummy. Ut wisi enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 
ex ea commodo consequat.  

Polly Traylor
is vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis ut wisi 
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat.

There are many ways to speed up the process of expanding into emerging markets, yet in some cases the process 
will still go slower than you might like. Rushing for the sake of completing a subsidiary launch could backfire, with 
the entire process taking more time in the end to fix mistakes. By paying close attention to culture, local preferences 
and nuances, product or service adaptation, partnering strategies, and a localized or right-sized technology 
infrastructure, companies can save time and maintain a healthy chance for success. 

“It really takes focus from the entire business to make this kind of change,” says Kolley. “You can’t drive it from the IT 
department or from the sales and marketing department. You need involvement from every corner of the business. 
If you leave one team on the bench, you’re going to miss an opportunity or even experience failure.”

Go Fast But Don’t Rush
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